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Project Objective
 Cummins has developed an
integrated engine brake for its
ISG engine.
 During the design phase
several brake cam lobes were
designed to improve its braking
performance and durability.
However, design process was
intuition based.
 The team wanted some
methodical approach to make
sure that the final cam lobe
design is optimum or near
optimum.
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What is an Engine Brake?
 Engine brake is a device/ mechanism which transforms a
diesel engine into a power absorbing air compressor.
 Fuel is cut off → Air compressed during compression stroke
using vehicles inertia → Compressed air is released near Top
Dead Center Firing (TDCF)→ Work done on the air is lost to
atmosphere generating negative power (braking).

 There are significant benefits of having engine brakes.
 Less wear of service brake therefore less operating cost.
 Additional stopping power, particularly useful on descends.
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Working of Cummins Integrated Brake
 Engine brake design consists of “Lost Motion”.
 System has a large amount of lash which “hides” a portion
of the cam profile from the valve during normal engine
operation.
 During Braking this hidden portion of the cam is seen by
the valve due to hydraulic actuation of the master piston
and this causes compression release.
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Need For Coupled GT Power +
Mechanical + Hydraulic Model
 Why we need a coupled GT Power + Mechanical + Hydraulic
Model?
 Exhaust valve opens near Top Dead Center Firing (TDCF) during
breaking and therefore sees high cylinder pressure.
 Cylinder pressure affects the valve lift due to valve train
compliance and, vice versa, valve lift affects the cylinder pressure.
 Hydraulic circuit governs the closing of valve during braking.

Cylinder pressure
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Coupled GT Model
GT Power model

Single cylinder mechanical +
Hydraulic Model

Mechanical-Hydraulic
Interaction

Solution Numeric
• Coupled model is made up of
about 14 sub-modules
• Takes about 40 cycles to converge
• Time required for convergence
about 43 min
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What Affects Braking Power?

 For given exhaust main lift, there are two factors which affect
the braking power.
 Shape of the cam profile (braking segment).
 Opening and closing timing of exhaust valve during braking.

 Following figure shows effect of cam shape and exhaust valve
opening timing on brake power at 1900 RPM (rated power
point).
±15%

1.4%

±10%

For Higher brake power
3.5%

1. Open valve slowly at the beginning
and then rapidly after about mid lift.
2. Retard valve opening (but
diminishing results).
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Design Goals, Variables and Constraints
Design Goals
• Maximize engine braking power at 1900 RPM
• Minimize cam-follower Hertz stress at 1900 RPM
Design Variables
• Shape of the cam profile (geometric optimization)
• Valve opening timing for compression release event (timing optimization)
Constraints
• Peak cam-follower contact force
• Peak cam-follower contact Hertz stress
• Minimum positive Radius Of Curvature (ROC) on cam
• Minimum negative (absolute) ROC on cam
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Design Goals, Variables and Constraints
 To make problem tractable, the multiobjective optimization problem was broken
down to two single-objective optimization
problems
Maximize braking power keeping the camfollower Hertz stress at baseline level.
Minimize cam-roller Hertz stress keeping
braking power at baseline level.
 Also, geometric optimization and timing
optimization was decoupled.
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Cam Profile Design Tool
 GT-Suit’s VTDesign is used for cam profile design.
 Multi-Polynomial solution scheme, consists of 9 zones, with
5th degree polynomials.
 Profile takes atypical shape due
Main lift optimized
to various manufacturing and
for normal operation.
It is left untouched in
durability requirements.
this project
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Some Background on Basic Shape of the
Profile
 Any lift profile that gives desired valve lift and has zero
area under acceleration curve is a suitable candidate
for geometrical optimization. But that leaves us far
away from the optimum solution.
 Instead, one can come up with approximate shape of
the profile before optimizing it.
 Everything boils down to “How does acceleration curve
look like?” because acceleration has strong connection
with ROC and ROC is the key player in brake lobe
design .
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Some Background on Basic Shape of the
Profile

Velocity and acceleration
zero at the end of profile

Total area under
acceleration curve zero.
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Some Background on Basic Shape of the
Profile
ROC has a complex,
nonlinear relationship with
displacement, velocity and
acceleration. However, one
can heuristically predict
behavior of ROC based on
acceleration.

Typically peak cylinder pressure will occur at 2/3 of
kinematic valve lift.
In order to keep Hertz stress in the limit the ROC
should be maximum in this region.
This is achieved by increasing the acceleration for
short duration of time as shown.
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Some Background on Basic Shape of the
Profile

Minimum acceleration segment
decides minimum positive ROC on
the cam profile.
One can easily determine limit on this
number by looking at some example
cases
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DOE Approach for Optimization
 Tweaking Multi-Polynomial cam design template manually is a
complex task and does not guarantee an optimized solution.

 A DOE based approach can be used to compute an optimum or
semi-optimum cam profile.
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DOE Approach for Optimization
Run filtered experiments in
coupled GT model for small
duration (4-5 Cycles)

Use ‘CamDesign’ object to
parameterize control points
in Multi-Poly template

Identify few best cases to
run complete simulation
(@40 Cycles)

Create and run a DOE using
GT’s DOE creator

Filter the experiments
which are not feasible
using DOE-Post
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Fine tune the performance
by optimizing valve
opening timing

DOE Approach for Optimization
 ‘CamDesign’ object inRun
GT-Suit
filteredallows
experiments in
coupledpoints
GT model
parameterization of control
of for small
duration (4-5 Cycles)
MultiPolynomial template.
 One can create a DOE using these
parameters.
Use ‘CamDesign’ object to
parameterize control points
in Multi-Poly template

Identify few best cases to
run complete simulation
(@40 Cycles)

Create and run a DOE using
GT’s DOE creator

Filter the experiments
which are not feasible
using DOE-Post
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Fine tune the performance
by optimizing valve
opening timing

DOE Approach for Optimization
 Sizing the DOE is critical.
Run filtered experiments in
coupled
GT model
for small
 There are 15 control points
in brake
profile
(4-5only
Cycles)
template, a full factorialduration
DOE with
two
levels will results in 32768 experiments.

 Fixing certain control points can considerably
reduce the size of DOE. E.g
Use ‘CamDesign’ object to
parameterize control points
in Multi-Poly template




Acceleration in zone 7 can be fixed to get desired
minimum positive ROC.
Identify few best cases to
complete
Acceleration in zonerun
5 can
be fixedsimulation
to limit camfollower Hertz stress.(@40 Cycles)

 Run GT model in pre-processing mode.
Create and run a DOE using
GT’s DOE creator

 It does geometric calculations of cam profiles
and takes only a fraction of second to run.
 At this point we don’t run fully coupled GT
model because time required
to the
runperformance
such DOE
Fine tune
will be enormous.
by optimizing valve

Filter the experiments
which are not feasible
using DOE-Post
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opening timing

DOE Approach for Optimization
Run filtered experiments in
coupled GT model for small
duration (4-5 Cycles)

 Filter the experiments which are not feasible. For
example the one which does not meet constraints
on minimum positive and negative ROC.
Use ‘CamDesign’ object to
parameterize control points
in Multi-Poly template

 Use other criteria, as needed, so that we are left
with only few hundred best candidates for further
Identify few best cases to
evaluation.
run complete simulation
(@40 Cycles)
 One can consider constructing
a response
surfaces but this is highly nonlinear problem and
we are greatly limited by number of levels we can
considers.

Create and run a DOE using
GT’s DOE creator

Filter the experiments
which are not feasible
using DOE-Post
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Fine tune the performance
by optimizing valve
opening timing

DOE Approach for Optimization
Run filtered experiments in
coupled GT model for small
duration (4-5 Cycles)

 Fully coupled GT model takes about 40 min to run for full convergence.
Use
‘CamDesign’
object400
to filtered experiments it will take 266 Hrs to run, which is
 Lets
say we have
Identify few best cases to
parameterize
control
points
substantial computational time.
run complete simulation
in Multi-Poly template
Cycles)
 We used an observation based approach to tackle this(@40
problem
and reduce the

run time.
Create and run a DOE using
GT’s DOE creator

 Run those filtered profiles for just
4-5 simulation cycles and pick
the best one for through
evaluation.
Fine tune the performance

Filter the experiments
which are not feasible
using DOE-Post
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Brake power of an
by optimizing valve
individual cam profile at
opening timing
each simulation cycle
keeps same relative
position w.r.t each other.

DOE Approach for Optimization
 Once the best few cases are identified through DOE those can be fine tuned
for the performance by changing valve opening timing.Run filtered experiments in
coupled
GT solution.
model for small
 A typical boundary diagram was used to identify the near
optimal
duration (4-5 Cycles)
Limit on Hertz stress
Limit on cam-roller normal force
Baseline brake power

Use ‘CamDesign’ object to
parameterize control points
in Multi-Poly template

Identify few best cases to
run complete simulation
(@40 Cycles)

Create and run a DOE using
GT’s DOE creator

Filter the experiments
which are not feasible
using DOE-Post
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Fine tune the performance
by optimizing valve
opening timing

Results
 The profile optimized to maximize brake power
(Jan21_43_SCRANK289) gives 1.4% higher brake power at 1900 RPM
with slight penalty on cam-follower Hertz stress.
 The profile optimized to minimize cam-roller Hertz stress
(Feb5_Scrank288) reduces Hertz stress by @ 4.3 % at 1900 RPM while
delivering same brake power across the speed range.
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Conclusions
 GT-Suit enables coupled modeling of complex systems
such as integrated engine brakes which involve power,
mechanical and hydraulic circuits.
 Further, inbuilt DOE creator and post processor provides
an excellent tool to optimize such systems for desired
goal.
 This work shows one such example where different
objects/template in GT-Suits are integrated together to
find a semi-optimal solution for the brake cam lobe
profile.
 Arguably, there can be other ways to solve this
optimization problem. This work shows one practical
way for geometric optimization of cam lobe profiles in
coupled simulation environment.
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